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The consistent increase in flying speed is perhaps
th~ most outstanding feature of modern aircraft design.
This rise, is due in part to the progressive improvement
of the aerodjmamic characteristics ‘of the airplane, and
in part due to greater horsepower of the installed engines”
and the normal flying heights. As a result the airplaue
designer” is faced with the quest for engines capable of
developir.g greater performance and at higher altitude.

Among the many problems involved in the development
of high-powered altitude engines the prediction of engine
characteristics presents many obstacles which increase in
the same measure as t“he power and the rated horsepower
ceiling. As a result of this the last few years have seen
numerous investigations in the attempt to find formulas
and methods by means of which the performance characters.
tics established on the ground could be correlated to the
performance expected at altitude.

The conventional formulas and systems are accurate
enough for engines of average performance and low rated
horsepower ceiling, but not for engines with rated horse-
poer ceiling.of over 4,000 meters, as built today. The
formulas are then quite inaccurate and fail altogether if
applied to engines intended for substratosphere flying.

.,
The difficulties are particularly great in amat-

tempted comparison of the cooling conditions of air-cooled
engines at sea level with those at altitude., . By the pres-
ent state of knowledge this problem has not been solved
satisfactorily; it may even be contended that our present
technique does not rest on reliable data on the basis of
which the results of engine-cooling flight tests carried
out at a certain flying speed and air density can be accu-
rately. compared with the diverging conditions.

*llContributo allo studio del comportamento in quota dei
motori d~aviazione. lt Reprint of paper presented at meet-
ing of Lilienthal-Gesellschaft fiir Luftfahrtforschung,
October 12-15, 1938, Berlin.
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The efforts ‘of”numerous able engineers in the attack
of this problem have, to he sure? increased our knowledge
enormously, but still fall short of generally applicable
practical “results. The reason for this lies in the fact
that the formulas and coefficients are largely dependent
upon the cylinder form and cooling fins as well as on the
type of cowling used, i.e., on quantities which change
from one engine to the next and are subject to continuous
modifications and improvements.

The subject of the present report is confined to the
investigations and methods employed by the Fiat company
in their studies on the altitude performance of an air-
cooled engine of the production type. These studies, it
should be borne in mind, were not undertaken for the pur-
pose of obtaining scientific data or general formulas,
but primarily to assure all the data necessary for unin-
terrupted and constant progress in the manufacture of the
engine and to predetermine the operating characteristics
in flight of new types.

The experiments therefore have a more industrial than
scientific character; but even so, it is hoped that the
description of a complete test program on a modern engine
will. contribute to $he study of altitude performance of
aircraft engines.

DESCRIPTION OF TESTS

Experimental Set-Up .

The altitude test stand, begun in 1932, (figs. 1 and
2) has already been described elsewhere (Rivista Aeronau-
tic, no. 5, May 1934). Originally designed for water-
cooled engines of 1,000 hp. at 5,000 m and ‘for 500 hp. at
10,000 m, and for air-cooled engines of 500 hp. at 5,000 m,
subsequent improvements have made it possible to accommodate
air-cooled engines up to 1,000 hp. at 5,000 m at air
speeds up to 350 km/h.

Test-Engine Data

The engine used for the tests is an air-cooled, 18-
cylinder 2-row radial, type A 80 RC 41 (figs 3) with the
following principal characterisitcs:
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Bore and stroke .140 X 165 mm

>, ,..,,@ ,,.,.,..,.,,.-..... .,,,.–,...
$! Displacement 45,720 crn3 2-%%QL2
f:
,,,

,’
Rated r.p.m.

.
f :.2,100

Rated altitude 4,100 m

Compression ratio , .6.7
,

Rateti.supercharge ratio 1,61

Rate boost pressure 735 mm Hg

Rated full power at 4,100 m 1,000 hp.

Peak horsepower 1.100 hp.

‘The total cooling surface of a cylinder is 0.8930 m2
.divide5 as follows:

Cooling surface of barrel 0.3650 ma

Cooling surface of head 0.5280 ma

The design of the cooling fins and the dispositj.,on
of the baffles can be seen (fig. 4).

Mourlting of Engine on Torque Stand

The engine was mounted on the stand with the same
baffles ordinarily used, -and so was the covling. The ex-
haust collector had the same section as employed on the
airplane, in addition to an outside mater jacket with
Wilicr. the cooling air was heated from the engine direct.

.,,.
The cowling was fitted to the outlet opening of the

cowling air nozzle by means of a conoid so that the circu-
lating air passed across the cylinders. The engine shaft
was connected with the brake by means of an elastic COUp-

ling of the same polar moment of inertia as the regular
propeller. .The original intention was to connect a fan
with the coupling so as to give the cooling air the same
turbulent motion as afforded by the regular propeller, but
was dropped a&ain because of the almost insuperable com-
plications in the measurement of the engine performance.

..

.————
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“particu]..ar attention was paid to the instrumental re-
cording of

a) The total pressure in the air inlet duct before
the conoid connecting the cowling,

1) The static pressure in the test chamber behind
the motor,

c) The.total head and the static pressure under the
cowling ahead of the cylinders. It was found
that this pressure was practically equal to
the static pressure and that the velocity ef-
fect -can be almost completely neutralized or
reduced to a simple t“urlulent motion. The
pressure was computed from the records of eight
suitably arranged (reference 2) pressure re-
corders,

d) Total head and static pressure behind the cowling,
measured as for (c).

The cited pressure recorders were purported to give
the pressures and velocities to which the temperature
values during the cooling tests mere referred. For com-
parison with the velocity conditions encountered in free
flight, it was decided to assume the velocity between the
cylinders, which corresponds to the difference between the
total pressure lefore t~le co~loid and the static pressure

downstream from the engine as flow velocity. This is not
quite exact, since the pressure difference between entry
and exit from the cowling is not merely dependent uPon
the airplane speed, but also on other factors, such as
the cowling form, type of baff’le~, etc. But for the pur-
pose of our investigations the approximate values obtained
on t-his premise were sufficient. For more accurate ap-
praisals, we refer to figure 5, ~hich gives the pressure
dj.fference between air entry and exit from the cowling in
relation to the recorded velocity as indicated above.

Other than these instruments, we used

e) Thermocouples and special thermometers for cylin-
der temperature, cooling air, air intake, mix-
ture temperature at cylinder entry and exhaust
gases,

f) An air flowmeter mounted outside,

I
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t g) The “customary other “in.strument”s”used on altitude
i:J& test stands,, such-as .,,reyolu.tioncounters, flow-,.
i:, meters, exhaust-gas analyzers, altimeters,

1’. pressure gages, etc.

,,,,,
3!XFERIMINT5 CONCERNING THE HORSEPOWER CHARACTERISTICS

,,

The change in power of supercharged engines in rela-
tion to altitude is a problem of capital importance with
wilich numerous investigations within the last few years
have been concerned.

The prediction of the power at altitude on the basis
of sea-level data is generally achieved by either one of
two methods, one derived from English,” the other from
N.A.C.A. researciles and experiments.

The N.A.’C.A. method’ “is based on the determination of
the sea-level power with open throttle, either measured
direct (but under abnormal operating conditions) or, if
this is impossible, determined ‘DY extrapolation.

The altitude performance is computed from the sea-
level data by means of suitable formulas. This method
has found widespread use in the United States for the
lightly supercharged engines built there during the years;
because the low supercharge of the U.S. engines enables,
by quick execution of the measurements, the determination
of the sea-level power of the engine without mechanical
injuries.

In Europe, where for military reasons higher super-
charging is customary, the English metnod’ has proved more
suitable. In this method an altitude depression box is
hooked up to the air intake and the power computed with
well-known correction formulas.

At times a compound system is employed. The power
at rated altitude is determined by the English method,
after which formulas starting from the rated altitude give
the decrease in power with increasing height.
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DISCUSSION 03’FORMULAS OF REDUCTION OF POWER WITH ALTITUDE

The best-known formulas are: .“

—

which rests on the relative air density.

f-(Pz To
K

A -AT

)(

A-AT=— -. l-i—-————
PO Tz T,n )

(N.A. C.A. Report No. 295)

K= Pl+’flkl-X1(T -’l)(l-KI). ———
P.

+,,
7 T

(From Devillers: Le Moteur & Explosion 1935)

(Formula by Gagg and Farrar, SAE Journal, June 1934)

(A)

(B)

(c)

(D)

(E)

(Formulas, of the Italian Committee for Aircraft Specifi-
cations) Formula E is derived from formula A.

In experiments with a ,liquid-cooled nonsupercharged
engine in the Italian altitude test, chamber, the follow-
ing formula was arrived at:

Pz - 60 617 - t.z
K= -—

700 .617 - to

(.Aer6tecnica, May 193’5)

(F)

Experiments with liquid-cooled supercharged Fiat en-
gines (A 30 RA and similar) in the ,altitude test chamber
gave the formula

—
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:- 85 350 - tz .K’”= Pz. &—— (G)
675 350 - to

which resembles F. .,

From tests on air-cooled supercharged engines tested
in the Fiat altitude test chamber the following formula
was developed: ‘

P

(

?rnpo

)

Pmp o ~z
K=~l+ —.- —+— (Fiat) (H)

P. Pmeo Pmeo Pmeo

Herein:

Pz is air density at altitude z

Po ,

Pmpo,

Pmeo,

z,

El

The

air density at altitude o

mean piston pressure corresponding to the power
loss due to parasite resistance in operation
with full throttle at altitude o

mean effective piston pressure of engine operat-
ing with full throttle at altitude o

operating height (km)

proportionality factor of equation

Pmpz = Pmpo - 62 (1)

above formula presents the chan~e with altitude
of the mean piston pressure corresponding to the power
loss at sea level. For the A 80 engine, the value

c = 0.0455

was experimentally arrived at .

Formula H rests on the assumption that the mean in-
dicated piston pressures at the various heights are pro-
portional to the respective density, i.e.,

Pmez + Pmpz .=—.~z (Pmeo + Pmpo)
o

1~ .—.. .
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Subs.t,itution herein of the” value of equation (1) for Pmpz
gives formula (H).

It should be noted that when applying the a%ove fOr-
mulas the engine power as well as the total power losses
at o altitude must be determined.

For the A 80 engine with full throttle at altitude
o, a power of 1,625 hp. by a brake mean effective piston
pressure (Pmeo) of 15.24 kg/cm~ and a pressure loss
(Pmpo) of 2.44 kg/cmz was established.

The potential errors involved in measurements of this
kind are deleterious factors in the application of these
formulas as regards accuracy.

Figure 6 illustrates the actual power drop starting
at the rated altitude of 4,100 m in comparison with the
percent of power drop at altitude o computed on the basis
of formulas (A), (C), (D), and (H).

The degree of accuracy of the various formulas is
readily apparent.

If the power at rated altitude can be obtained di-
rect (either in altitude test chamber or by dynamometer
hub in free flight), this power may be used as the start-
ing point of the calculations, ‘eeginningwith the horse-
power at rated altitude instead of with the power at sea
level. In this case, the accuracy of the formulas is
noticeable greater, as seen in figure 6.

.

DISCUSSION OF !2ONVENTIONAL CORRECTION FORMULAS

EMPLOYED Iif TESTS”’WITH ALTITUDE DEPRESSION BOX

The formulasin the en~ine test specifications of the
Italian Air Ivlinistry, which are largeti patterned after the
British (reference 3), stiPulate that, to determine the
power at altitude z, the power obtained at sea level
from an altitude depression box at negative pressure z
must be multiplied by the following coefficients:

1

Wz
529 -i-t

= Woxl+ o.0006’3’’’Pa(tz)z)——
(
~ +. 1 76C-pzl

529 I- tz
-–~) (2)
100
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i.
~
l\ ~pQse thr_ee coefficients serve, as is known, at alti-~

tuie z to ac”count for
. .. -

1//’,

,/, a) The increase in the %oost ratio of the supercharger
1’

1[ b) The change in temperature of the inducted air
:/
I c) T-ne drop in exhaust back pressure.
!
II The method of checking the total “error deriving from
[ the application of altitude depression boxes and the rela.

tive conversion formulas was as follows:

The engine was tested in the altitude test chamber
under the same conditions as in the test with altitude de-
pression box, i.e., at a 760 mm Hg exhaust back pressure
and 150 C. intake-air and cooling-air temperature. The
charge pressure and t“he power with full throttle up to
i1,000 m were computed by the official formulas. The above
cited formulas are valid only up to 7,000 m, while, for
the sake of clarity, the tests were made up to 8,000 m.

Subsequently the actual power and the charge pressure
under otherwise identical conditions were measured on the
altitude test stand under actual conditions of altitude
operation.

The findings of the two tests made at normal r.p.m.
are compared in figure ‘7. For other r.p.m. the curves are
very similar.

An examination of the curves reveals two very signific-
ant facts:

a) The actual power decrease (curve B) , beyond the
rated altitude differs from that computed on
the basis of the test with altitude depression
box (curve A).

b) The actual rated boost pressure (735 mm Hg). is
considerably below that established on the
basis of the formula (765 mm Hg)

c) In spite of this pressure difference the effective
power at rated altitude is little different
from that arrived at by formula. This indi-
cates that the formulas lead to a substantial

I .-.
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minus error and that the relation between
boost pressure and amount of mixture ”inducted
into the engine (and hence the engine power)
varies considera%l’y on changing from the test
conditions in the altitude depression box to
the actual”operating conditions at altitude.

The verification of the change of this relation and
of the accuracy of t’he individual factors of the correc-
tion formula are treated next.

EFFECT OF DECREASE OF EXHAUST BACK PRESSURE
. .

~ In nonsupercharged engines a reduction in exhaust
back pressure is synonymous with an increase in effective
displacement and hence in the horsepower, mhichis a func-
tion of the difference between intake pressure and exhaust
tack pressure.

In supercharged engines the variation in power is
more complicatedly connected with this pressure differ-
ence. A change in ,pressure, owing to decrease in back
pressure, of the burned rest gases in t,he cylinder changes
at the instant of inlet-valve opening the conditions on -
the outlet side of the supercharger and hence it operating
conditions. A change in air voluue and boost ratio re-
sult, i.e. , the supercharger operates at a different point
of its characteristic power curve.

,. ,. The ~ncreased engine power represents the algebraic
sum of the following factors:

a) Power gain resultiiig from greater cylinder charge,

$ b.) Change, of..power absorbed by supercharger through
increased volumetric output,

c) Gain due to chan~ed pumping cycle..

Two important observations follow herefrom, namely:

a) It is not correct to eidploy the same formulas for
eingines wit’h and without superchargers,

,:,’ ,,,

b,) The tes~, specifications make .no allowance for the
change in intake pressure resulting from the
changed delivery volur.e at the different exhaust
back pressures.
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Since this change in boost pressure is a function of
the delivery volume, it naturally is dependent upon the
type of supercharger. From tfi~ it becomes clear that it
is very difficult to establish a formula of general valid-
ity accurately enough for all engines.

The above cited pressure change, which has also been
treated tiy Gagg and Farrar (reference 4), afforded an ex-
planation for many abnormal phenomena during the testing
of carburetors with diffusers of different diameters on
the Fiat altitude test stand; it also explains the defi-
ciency in effective charging pressure observed on many en.
gines in relation to that obtained by formula, which is
particularly noticeable in climbing where the auxiliary
action of the dynamic pressure is lower.

VARIATION OF CHARGE PB3!SSURE IN RELATION TO EXHAUST

BACK PR&SURE -. ?;

For the determination of the effect of exhaust back
pressure on the charging pressure, the procedure was as
follows: At ’760 mm Hg. exhaust back pressure the engine
was so regulated that the charging pressure at altitude
with full throttle and a constant intake temperature of
150 c, amounted to 800 mm Hg. The throttle was locked in
that position and the back pressure lowered by stages
while the charge pressure was measured.

Tile charging pressnre range from 800 to 500 mm Hg.
vas plotted which gives the decrease in charging pressure
in relation to the lack pressure (fig. .8).

These curves disclose that tiledecrease in back _pres-
sure is followed by an increase in delivery volume and ‘
simultaneously by increased engine power, while the charg-
ing pressure drops almost proportionally to the increase
in delivery vol~me.

The drop in charging pressure follows along a very
flat curve, approaching a.t great heights the.abscissa
asymptotically. This is indicative of a consistent de-
crease in the effect of the back-pressure reduction with
decreasing back pressure; it approaches zero when the ex-
haust back pressure becomes zero (absolute ‘vacuum). Uy
to 6,000 or 7,000 m the curve remai’ns practically linear,

-----
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which greatly facilitates the development of a correction
formula and this allows for the effect of the too-high ex-
haust back pressure in test with altitude depression box.,

The correction factor is a function of charge pressure
and altitude, from the equation for the rectilinear part
of the curves in figure 8 the correction factor

250 -i-PO= l-A———————
10GO 250 P.

where z is operating height

P~, boost pressure at altitude o..

(3)

This formula holds only for engines with supercharger
characteristics similar to those of the A 80 type, since
the boost pressure decrease is intimately related with the
type and the operation conai.tion~. of the supercharger.

Discrepancies of about the same order of magnitude
were observed in the altitude chamber tests of 7 and 9
cylinder radials of different design from the A 80.

. .

CHANGE Oi? ENGINE POWER IN RELATION TO EXHAUST BACK PRESSURE

To establish the formula for computing the change in
horsepower in relation to exhaust back pressure, the engine
was operated at various back pressures, while all other
factors controlling the power change, such as r.p.m., boost
pressure, mixture ratio, etc. , were: kept constant. These
tests were made for the whole practical range of boost
pressures’, and ti~s results plo”tted ‘for altitudes up .to 8,000
m (26,250 ft.) at constant r,p.m. (2,100) and constant in-
duction temperature (15° C.)’ (fig. 9). The tests were so
carried out that in the recording of the curves only one
variable was changed at a time.

f-

Admittedly this method afforded only ‘individual points,
but the ehosenr.p.rd. ranges were characteristic and the
uniformity of the test values constituted an important
chsck on the accuracy of the measurements. ,,’

‘ The plotting of the test curves for different heights
is, besides, of great importance because it enables oneto

. .
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\L determine the engine power at throttle r.p.m. (cruising
speed )~,.Whar e %h e a?o-rmulas .fcm-=t,h.e@ o,wer d-ec??ea-se--and the

1
I formulas for power computations based on altitude depres-
1, sion-tank tests are inapplicable.,.,

I
I‘, “ Figure 9 indicates a different rise for the curves
q plotted at different heights under altitude conditions and
!/, also that the engine requires by increasing altitude a

1 lower boost pressure for the same power output. For that
~\,y reason it is not possible to compute the actual course of
~. the calibration curves at altitude on the basis of sea-

levol test data nor from formulas. These calibration
[ curves were developed .by the I?iat Company and applied to

1
all altitude engine testing (reference 5).

I
P It affords the double advantage of obtaining valuable

data for flight testing as well as a simple method of
studying the effect of the different factors governing
horsepower at altitude, Figure 10 shows the engine power
plotted against the exhaust back pressure for different
boost pressures. As far as 7,000 m the curves are ap-
proximately linear. Applying to each of these straight
lines a formula similar “to that given in the official test
specifications the correction factors for the different
b~ost pressures are as follows:

For 800 mm boost pressure:

For 750 mm boost pressure:

For 700 mm boost pressure:

For 650 mm boost pressure:

For 600 mm boost pressure:

For 550 mm boost pressure:

For 500 mm boost pressure:

1
K=l+

Ap— -— .:
lGO 36.3

1
K=l+

Ap-— —- . ,
100 31.55 ‘“

K = 1 +-~
Ap --— ,1..

100 27.02

K Ap= 1 + .~— &$J?,
100 22.93

K=l+&@,;Jj
100 19.46 ‘-

K
1 AP= 1 + -——

100 16.00 ‘Jyti

K-= 1 + L- .?}’
100 13.16

—.
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The formulas differ merely by a nutierical value in the de-
nominator. The-formula given in the test specifications
and. containing only the numerical value 35, is therefore
not applicable for all operating conditions of the engine,
but merely for boost pressures around 760 mm for which it
was established. At lower boost pressures the formula gives
too low , at higher boost pressures, too high values.

To make the formula applicable for all boost pres-
sures, the denominator must be made a function of the
boost. pressure “instead of a constant.

.Figure 11 gives the change in the denominator term
in relation to t’h.eboost pressure. Writing the equation
for this curve in the formula of the test specifications
gives a“ formula applicable to any other boost pressure Pa.

Correction factor =

760 - hz
l+- (4)

2295 + 7.55 (Pa - 650) -t-1.52 (Pa - 650) 0“92

This correction factor allowing for the exhaust back pres-
sure has proved satisfactory for engine types similar to
the A 80.

EFFECT OF INi)UCTION PRESSURE ON ENGINE HORSEPOEHIR

Tests of Fiat engines with natural aspiration in the
altitude test chamber indicated that the power correction
formula can be suitably expressed by

356’- t=
K —.—

= 350 - to

The approximate results with this formula are much better
than are obtainable with

.

f

273 + to.
K=——

273 + tz

or with the official Italian acceptance test formula

‘.
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!,

529+%.’””.. ... . ,,~ ~.:...- : ,. ,,,
,:
‘$ 529 + t=a,

/
;j Subsequent tests with slzp&rehsrged engines disclosed

that for this type no general formula, which ‘reproduce’s
i ‘ the change “in engine p-ower in relation to the temperature
j.’
~ .’ of the aspirated air alone with sufficient accuracy, ‘can

be established for the reason that thepomer of the super-
,: charged engine is not dependent upon the temperature of

the inducted air but on that of the mixture entering the
cylinders, i.e., on the density of’ the charge. The mix-
ture temperature depends upon the following factors:

a) temperature of inducted air

,, b) temperature rise due to the work of the super-
charger

c) cooling due to evaporation of fuel

d) heat input of the oil circulation through the
walls of the supercharger

e). cooling due to the outside air through the out-
side walls of the supercharger and the gas
leads to the cylinders

f) heating of mixture in the induction pipes in
proximity of the cylinders because of con-
duction, convection, and friction.

Since the mixture temperature is the resultant of
all these factors no constant proportionality with the
temperature of the inducted air is possible, “and as a re-
sult the correction factor for engine power cannot be
made exclusively a function of the air temperature. In
consequence, to establish this relation the correction
factor must be changed according to height and induction
pressure.

., The height effect can be eliminated by referring the
correction factor to the mixture temperature instead of

(“, to the temperature of the inducted air.
/

This factor is suitable, howeve”r, for comparative
tests but not for correction formultis intended for the

—
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calculation of the altitude performance of an engine at
altitude temperature on the basis of depression-tank tests
and “of intake-air-temperature measurements. So long as
the formula is applied to the temperature of the inducted
air, both values appearing in. the formula are known, i.e.,
the temperature of the outside air which can be measured,
and the air temperature at altitude which is assumed. to
be equal to the standard air temperature for this altitude.
But the use of a formula based upon the mixture temperature
lacks the altitude reference values. Depression-tank tests
afford the mixture temperature at “sea ,level but not at al-
titude, which is dependent upon t-he factors cited under a)
tof).

In our tests on the A 80 engine the effect of changes
iri intake-air temperature on the power in operation under
normal air conditions at rated altitude was investigated.

Calibration curves for varyiilg inlet-air temperature
at full throttle (fig. 12) were plotted, and the cyurves
(fig. 13) giving the power in relation to the mixture tem-
perature at constant boost pressure, derivated. Figure

14 follows from figure 13. It gives the change in correc-
tion factor K when value 1 (base point for the correc-
tions) corresponds to 150. C. inlet-air temperature.

EiCUre 15, giving’ the correction factor plotted
against the temperature of t-he inlet air, was o%tained in
the samo manner.

T~le correction curve is seen to.be much,.Rore uniform
when referred to mixture temperature than if referred to
the inlet-air temperature.

The correction percentage decreases with the charge
pressure. Figure 15 indicates at the sane tiue a cornpari-
so,n with the values obtained on the basis of the official
specification formula

529 + to
K = ——

529 -i-tz

Frou figure 14 a linear relation giving the chauge
in correction factor K in function of the mixture tem-
perature can be deduced, while from fi~~re 15 a much more
complicated formula results for K.
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CORRECTION FORMULA FOR THE BOOST RATIO
,,.. .....—., .. ... .,-., ,,..., ,,, .–.~’

4

/

In the study of the effect of inlet-air temperature
on the supercharge ratio, the engine was operated at rat-
ed altitude and the change in supercharge ratio measured
between _400 and +400 by changing inlet-air temperature.

t
Mixture ratio, cylinder temperature and all other

factors of potential influence on the supercharge ratio
were kept constant.

In the attempt to define the change in supercharge
ratio by means of a formula similar to the well-known

1 + 0.00063 P~(t - tz)

it was found that the numerical value for the rated height
is 0.00045 rather than 0.00063 (fig. 16).

To check the effect of the suction head on the super-
charge ratio, the suction pressure at full throttle was
gradually reduced - starting at 4,100 m - to a value cor-
responding to that of 8,000 m altitude, whereby the super-
charge ratio was found to increase with altitude, as shown
in figure 17.

Figures 8, 16, and 1’? illustrate the change in super-
charge ratio under changing air conditions of the engine.

CONCLUS1ONS FOR THE PERFORMANCE DETERIvIINATION

From the foregoing test data it is clear that the
formulas in the present test specifications are no longer
applicable to modern engines.

In the Fiat factories every engine type was sub~ected
to tests similar to those described, and correction for-
mulas or curves established which were satisfactorily ap-
plicable to engines of similar design.

The Fiat method is as follows:

a) ‘The engine, receiving the inlet air from a depres- ‘
sion tank, operates at an induction pressure
corresponding to altitude z: the chatge pres-
sure is recorded.

-.
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b) The charge pressure is .c.oirec.tedaccording to for-
mula 3, giving tile pressure corrected for re-
duced exhaust back pressure effect.

c) The supercharge’ ratio is computed and corrected
for temperature effect according to the known
formula by applying a suitable correction fac-
tor; it affords the true charge pressure at
altitude z.

d) Read from the sea-level calibration curve the sea-
level power at the real charge pressure corre-
sponding to altitude z as established in (c).

e) Correct this power with the factor given in for-
mula (4) , which gives the power corrected for
exhaust back pressure.

f) Reduce this performance in accord with the air-
fuel temperature (fig. 14) or the inlet-air tem-
perature (fig. 15), which gives the true power
at altitude z.

This method is very advantageous for normal torque-
stand use because it enables computation of the power at
altitude from torque-stand tests by means of the calibra-
tion curves without having to resort to measurements on a
dynamometer brake.

If the test is made on .a dynamometer brake the proce<.
3ure is reversed, i.e., the sea-level power at charge pres-
sure corresponding to altitude z is measured on the basis
of the calibration curves, followed by (e) and (f).

ENGINE COOLING
\

The factors governing the cylinder temperature of an
engine may -be classified into:

a) Factors governed by engine design:

1, Engine diameter and cylinder arrangement

2. Qesign and dimensions of cooling fins

3. Design of cowl (baffles and N“.A.C,A. cowling) ‘
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1 b) Factors governed by loading of engine:
e-a ,,.,,. ... ,.-
1
L 1. Indicated horsepower developed””in cylinder
t
~ 2. Air-fuel ratio and type of fuel used

[1
c) Factors governed by atmosphere:~

1. Speed of cooling air

2. Temperature of cooling air

3. Density of cooling air

4. Temperature of inlet air

d) Factors governed by (a), (b),, and (C):

1. Mixture temperature

In our altitude chamber tests, the factors cited un-
der (a) were disregarded since they already had been es-
tablished in the design, neither did we explore the abso-
lute effect of every single effect for itself, but rather
attempted to study the actual behavior of the engine at
altitude.

First we studied the relationship existing between
sparkplug and cylinder-flange temperature and
cylinder temperature.

The cylinder temperature of an engine is,
gaged by the temperature of the spark plugsand
cylinder flange.

In some engines where the spark plugs are

the mean

in general,
that of the

especially
cooled (for instance, by lateral arrangement on the cylin-
der), it is standard practice to mount thermocouples at
the rear portion of the cylinder head, that is, at the
points considered characteristic of the mean cylinder tem-
perature by the designer.

On the A 80 the rear spark plugs are in fact the hot-
test part of the cylinder and the rear of the cylinder
flange the hottest part of the cylinder barrel, which are
therefore fitted with thermocouples intended as a check
on the engine cooling in flight as well as on the torque
stand.
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The uetnod” of exploring ‘the.relation between tne rear
spark-plug temperature and the mean barrel temperature was
as follows:

While the engine was” operated at constant air-fuel ra-
$io and constant rate and temperature of cooling~ the temper-
ature was recorded with thermocouples at different loads.
To avoid interference with the flow of cooling air at the
fins the therrnocouplos wero not all mounted at once, but
in several stages. Figure 18 shows a cylinder ready for
such a test. By averaging the temperature readings and
proportional distribution of the cooling surface covcrefd
by each thermocouple the mean temperatures were established.

In this manner the curves of figure 19 were obtained,
wRich show the temperature of the rear spark plug and of
the flange plotted against the mean cylinder-head tempera-
ture and the mean barrel temperature.

The same measurements mere repeated on the altitude
test stand with a smaller number of suitably distributed
thermocouples. It ~as found that the relation shown in
figure 19 remains applicable without excessive error up to
heights of 8,000 m for standard air and speeds between 200
and 350 km/h (125 - 217 m.p.h.)

It was found that pressure and temperature changes of
the outside air have an identical effect at any point of
the cylinder.

Changes in air speed increase the temperature differe-
nce tietween front and rear cylinder portions. The mean
cylinder temperature rises a little faster with altitude
than the spark plug temperature, although it causes no
perccptitlc change in the curve of’ figure 19 at the
speeds and heights in question.

To determine the mean temperature increment the air-
outlet temperature at the cylinder-head baffles and barrel
as well as the mean air-outlet temperature at “the cowli’ng.
aft of the engine were recorded separately. Of course, .
this temperature included the temperature rise due to heat
dissipation from the crankcase.

The “temperature measurements at the cylinder head and
barrel are quite inaccurate, since the radiation of t~le
cylinder itself ‘affects the thermocouples. For this rea-
son the mean t“enperature difference of the cooling air be-
tween entry and exit from the cowling was assumed in first
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approximation as mean temperature increment between cyl-
@>. inder...ad..d.cooling air,...~

COOLING TESTS

These comprised chiefly the total change in cylinder
temperature with increasing height in standard air and
constant cylinder output, the cooling air temperature in
standard air being varied in stages of 1,000 m from sea
level to 8,000 m. To keep the indicated power constant
the inlet temperature, the air-fuel ratio, the engine r.p.m.,
the charge pressure, and the back pressure were kept constant.

As tne cyiind.er temperature drops the effective power
drops despite constant charge pressure as a result of the
increasing friction losses and the mixture temperature,
thereby causing a reduction in indicated power.

This power loss can be avoide,d by so changing the in-
let temperature that the volume and hence the indicated
power remains constant. It was therefore assumed that at
constant charge pressure the indicated horsepower could be
considered constant. Moreover, the cited power chan~es
are not so great as to cause an essential change in the
obtained mean temperature records.

To afford at the same time the facility of exploring
the effect of speed changes, the speed of the cooling air
was changed in 25 km stages at every altitude between 200
and 350 km/h. The charge pressure was varied at every
speed value and the correlated cylinder temperature re-
corded.

The execution of such tests is quite difficult and
exacts great demands on the patience since t-he thermocou-
ples used for the cylinder temperature records are very
apt to yield errors of t-ne order of magnitude of 20 to 3°
and imperceptible changes in the constant factors can
cause appreciable variation in the cylinder temperatures.

After tedious and exacting tests the curves (fig. 20)
were obtained. They give the mean spark plug temperatures
from sea level to 8,000 m in relationto the air speed at
constant charge pressure (constant cylinder output) for
all practical charge pressures of the A 80 engine.

.-
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From fig~re,~o follows figure 21; which gives the

change “in spark-plug temperature in relation to the air
density at constant horsepower and constant speed. It
will be note?l that the temperature rise becomes so much
greater as the air speed decreases. ‘Moreover , it drops
rapidly with the density. Figure 22 gives the tempera-
ture change at constant horsepower plotted against the
air speed at different heights and standard air. The
temperature decrease is seen to increase with altitude as
a result of increasing speed.

In addition, we studied the actual cooling conditions
in the engine. wit’h increasin< height in standard air, con-
stant charge pressure, and an effective output correspond-
ing to curve 3 in figure 7. To simulate actual conditions
as closely as possible the speed was changed proportionally
to the third root of power and in tho inverse ratio of the
air density.

Figure 23 shows the temperature distribution of the
rear spark, plug of a cylinder which is characteristic of
the mean teinperature of all rear spark plugs.

The firs test was made by starting :rom normal charge
pressure of 760 mm Hg and raising the altitude beyorld the
rated altitud? up to 8,000 m with full throttle. Curve c

in figure 23 indicates the computed speeds for each alti-
tude stage.

~he second test was made by starting from a 500 mm
charge pressure and increasing the height, while keeping
the charge pressure constant, until the throttle was wide
open. The correlated speeds are shown as curve D.

The spark-plug temperature increases up to the” rated
power altitude where the peak output occurs; above it, it
decreases.

Figure 24 gives instead of the spark-plug tempera-
ture t~le temperature increment between cylinder and air
recorded in the test as difference between ‘mean cylinder
temperature and inean temperature difference of the air
ontcrinz and leaving the cowling.

The mean temperature increment between air and cylin-
der is seen to increase steadily throughout the investi-
gated height of 8,000 m. The change in the mean tempera-
ture increment between sea level and rated po~er altitude
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follows a law different from that between rated power al.
-r.. titude and the..high,es,te.xperiqental,ly obt_ained altitude.

.,
The change in mean temperature increment was studied

for the normal aswellas for 500 mm charge pressure.
Figure 24 includes the temperatures recorded at entry and
exit of the cowling. These curves give a complete picture
of the engine behavior at altitude.,. so that “no further
cooling tests on the A 80 were necessary.

Iiention should also be made of the change in spark-
plug temperature in relation to the outside temperature
at consta,nt power, height, and speed, as obtained on sin-
gle-cylinder models of the same design at 0.83° for 10
change in outside temperature. Although this law of
change could not be checked very accurately in the engine
test, various trial tests seem to confirm it.

As a result of these experiments on the altitude
test stand it should be borne in mind that the power of an
air-cooled engine is no little affected by the cooling
conditions of the engine. .Even though we are unable to
give the laws governing the change in power in relation to
spark-plug and oil temperature, it still remains a fact
that under otherwise identical conditions the power of an
engine in flight is dependent also on the type and the de-
sign of its cowling.

REIviARKSAND CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, it may be practical to touch upon the
general points of view of the torque-stand engineer in his
methods and means of defining the characteristic curves of
altitude engines.

For moderately supercharged engines on which the de-
termination of the power output with full throttle can be
establis’ned at sea level, the experimental formulas of Gagg
and Farrar, Fiat, and other give the horsepo~er curve with
certain approximation.; they can therefore be of practical
use to the test engineer.

On fully supercharged engines where the direct deter-
mination of the sea-level power with full t’hrottle is im-
possible, these formulas lead to uncertain results, unless
the power can be exactly measured at any height in an alti-
tude test chamber or, when in flight, by dynamometer hub.
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The method employing an altitude .depression tank and
a corresponding correction “formula’ does not appear to be
quite suitable in its present form for altitude engine
testing. As regards the applicability of the various coef-
ficients contained in the correction formulas, the experi-
ments on the altitude test stand manifest the following:

Correction factor for the.
t 760 - Dz

effect of the lacking back

J

= 1 + Ax—-
,pressure on the power 100 35

This formula is applicable to altitudes up to 6,000 m
and charge pressures of around 760 mm, but beyond these fig-
ures it makes no allowance for the change in charge pressure.

The numerical value in the denominator is dependent
upon t-ne charge pressure and on tile typo of supercharger.

-—.

Correction factor, for

“)/

273 + t 529 + t=
inlet-air temperature or

273 + tz 529 -I-tz

Tnis formula affords approximately correct values for
pressures of around 700 to 760mm and small temperature
changes, but introduces great errors at other pressures and
great temperature changes. The accuracy of the formulas
varies, moreover , wit’n the supercharger characteristics and
the air temperature within which the engine operates.

Correction factor for super-
charger compression ratio ?

= 1 -t 0.00053 P (t - tz)

The fornula ~ives sufficiently exaat values for heights
up to 4,000 to 5,000 m. Above tl.ese the value of the numer-
ical factor, which to a certain extent is dependent upon
the typo of supercharger and t“he compression ratio, varies.

The altitude chamber tests have made it possible to es-
tablish new formulas and factors which, when applied to the
test values obtained from altitude depression--tank tests,
give the altitude performance of an en~ine fairly accurately,.

On the other hand, the I?iat experiments disclosed that
the numerical values of the correction formulas change con-
siderably with t’nc peculiarities of different engines jdue
to design.

,...
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‘Hence, to maintain the. method involving the use of
m- .- -analtitude depression -tank-would nec,es.si,ta,t.e.the classi-

fication of the engines into several types ‘(for instance,
into liquid-cooled engines with 12 cylinders, air-cooled
engines with 18 cylinders and superchargers of design x,
as well as with superchargers of type y, etc.) and then
write into the formulas “for.each class the numerical val-
ues previously obtained on the altitude test stand for an
engine of this same class.

However, this method”is not simple and is fraught
with danger of dispute and controversial opinions between
manufacturer and test stations.

Even though the obtained formulas are more accurate
than those in the official test requirements,” their po-
tential use is limited and susceptible to error under dif-
ferent outside operating conditions of the engine. . Hence
it should not be hoped that altitude. chamber tests could
yield correction formulas of general applicability and
precise accuracy.

But the method using an altitude depression tank
should be abandoned in favor of direct tests on torque
stands with reduced exhaust back pressure and cooled inlet
air.

The costs of installing and operating such plants are
not excessive; besides, it should be bornein mind that
engine manufacturers will be forced to erect such plants
within the next few years in order to be able to predict
the characteristic curves of substratosphere engines.

The absence of exhaust back pressure and cooling of
t“he air not only renders all studies about the cooling
behavior at altitude difficult, but is also the source of
many errors during the determination of the horsepower
curves . The errors arein many cases negligible if an al-
titude test chamber is used, or at any rate substantially
smaller than by the altitude depression-tank method.

Although no accurate and specific investigation has
been made ontne subject, it is nevertheless..o~ interest
to point out the discrepancies brought out in the I?iat
altitude test chamber on operating the same engine. once
in cooled air at low pressure and then at normal sea-level
‘pressure and temperature. The principal difficulties at-
tributable to the absence o’f depression were as follows:
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1. Penetration of oil in the cylinder at the piston
... rings and, valve guides because “of the greater

outside pressure,
,,

2. Leakage of oil past the labyrinth packing of the
supercharger (may be eliminated by an energetic

.,. blast of compressed air through the air vents
of the labyrinth packing) ,

3. Faulty operation of carburetor due to air speping
,. .. into the chamber of the membrane and into the
,,’ casing, hence abnormal. fuel consumption at al-

titude.

The absence of outside cooling had the following ef-
fects ,

),.
4. Change of mixture temperature at cylinder inlet

as a result of less heat radiation from the
supercharger casing and the mixture pipes,
The result was higher mixture temperature than
when the engine operates at correct air tem-
perature at altitude. In consequence thti re-
corded adiabatic efficiency of the supercharger
is lower than under actual altitude conditions..
The error varies for every engine and depends
upon the location of the supercharger and the
area exposed to the air. In general, it may
be stated that this error is greater in liquid-
cooled engines where the supercharger is more
axposed to the outside air influences than on
radial engines where the temperature of the
supercharger walls is practically kept constant
by the oil circulation and the cowling.

All these difficulties are avoided if the torque
standpermits the production of depression abd the cooling
of the outside air. The expense of installation and oper-
ation is not very much greater than for a torque stand
which permits only the production of depression in the in-
let and exhaust.

At the present rate of development engines of 1,000
hp. at 10,000 km altitude are feasible within the near
future. ,,

The design of test plants where such engines could be
tested under actual altitude conditions presents no diffi-
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culties so long as it relates to liquid-cooled engines.
L- .The air input, of.,,.a.q.,enginp of,,this horsepower is around

3,100 kg/h and the weight of exhaustga’s”a bout 3“,”250kg/h.
,.

The inducted air can be cooled to -50° (temperature
.of standard air at 10,000 km) in three” stages - the first
two - to about -350 - might be designed as spray cooler
with intermediate refrigerating agent, the t“hird, would
raise the temperature to -50°by means of an expansion
turbine.

The refrigerator for the first two stages would have
to be designed to develop about 100,000 cal/h, requiring
an input of around 80 to 100 hp. for cooling the interme-
diate agent.

The removal of the exhaust gases would require a
multifitage turboblower of-about 400 hp.

To reproduce the atmospheric conditions the engine
would have to be installed in a cooled depression chamber
capable of evacuating the heat given off by the engine.
The amount of heat removal depends on the design of the
engine, By creating an energetic air current in the
chamber the conditions encountered in free flight can be
closely simulated, but the amount of heat removal is also
increased considerably. It is therefore better to in-
stall a low-power air-agitating device designed simply to
improve the heat transfer between engine and refrigerating
elements. This would avoid abnormal changes in the heat
balance of the cooling water and the oil between tests
under sea-level and altitude conditions. The cooling of
the engine chamber would have to be effected by direct ex-
pansion, ly means of a central, noninflammable refrigerant, .
such “as Freion, for instance. The theoretical maximum
cooling power is about 250,000 cal/h, requiring around 150
hp.

But the conditions are altogether different for an
air-cooled engine of the same horsepower. Based on the
present installation of the Fiat company, the characteris-
tics of a refrigerating plant for testing a 1,000-hp. en-
gine in standard air at 10,000 m, would be as follows:

To begin with, the pressure difference between air
inlet and exit from the cowling must be great enough to be
equivalent to a flying speed of at least 600 km/h (372
m.p.h.). This requires a fan-shaft power of about 700 hp.
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for an air circulation of around 35-kg/s. With a fan hav-
ing two adjustable propellers, the speed and volumeof the
air could he regulated at”will. Assuming the test chamber
to be made of metal and of the dimensions similar to that
of the Fiat company, the refrigerating plant for’ the cool-
ing of the circulating air in two stages would be shout as
follows:

The first stage with am!aonia compressors and brine as
refrigerant would lower the air temperature to about -20°;
the second stage with a refrigerator with expansion direct
in the refrigerating chamber would lower it from -20°,to
-500 ● Figured on the basis of a heat removal of around
825,000 cal/h frou engine to cooling air a heat production
of around 450,000 cal/h due to the fan and a radiation
loss of the engine chamber of around 40,000 cal/h the total
refrigerating capacity to be supplied by the refrigerating
plant is of the order of 1,315,000 cal/h. This corresponds
to a power input of compressor and its auxiliaries of
around 800 h’p., with a first-stage refrigerating capacity
of at least 1,900,000 cal/h and an engine output of 900 hp.

The maximum figures quoted above indicate that such a
plant .is far beyond the range of an industrial plant and
can be owned and operated only by a large scientific insti-
tute.

With such experimental equipment it would be possible
to study on different types of engines the laws of horse-
power variation, the knowledge of which would enable the
engineers of the various manufacturers to check their own
data obtained on simple test stands operating only with
inlet and ex”naust depression. The same holds for the cool-
ing data w’hich could serve as standards for the preliminary
calculation of the cooling capacity of newly developed en-
gines as well as for the interpretation of flight tests.
In flight tests the calibration curves obtained on depres-
sion test stands are particularly valuable for the compu-
tation of the power output to which the measurements of
consumption, speed, temperature, etc., must be referred.

Dynamometer hubs and torque-reaction devices incorpor-
ated in the engine assure greater instrumental accuracy
and represent a real progress in this direction. I would
recommend these instruments to the particular attention of
design engineers, since” their application should increase
within the next few”years,

Translation by J. Vanier,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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corresponding to the usual speed.
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Figure 1’7.- Change of supercharge
ratio plotted against

inlet pressure for constant exhaust
back pressure. and constant exhaust
temperature.

Rear spark plug to mean cyl. temp.
II II II II II cyl. head tem-p.

Flange to mean barrel temp.

~ean head and barrel temperature
Figure 19.. Relation between the temperature of the rear

spark plug and the cylinder flange on one side
and the mean temperature of cylinder head, flange and
total cylin$er.
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Figure 20.- Temperature

variation
of the rear spark plug
at constant output at
different heights and
di

m TV –6U

altitude. Inlet temp;ratur;

A.Measured at constant h p. ~w
and constant charge pres- “r
sure of 800 mm(980 h p. at ~z;fl
sea-level). :&‘w’
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Figure 21.- Temperature var- ~
if4tionof rear 780

spark plug against air dens-
ity(pressureand temperature ‘%0 w & 4{v o~ w @
equivalent to standard air) Relative density

at constant hp.
and constant 300 mm 5@/&[$OO@)
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Figure 22.. Temperature variation
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in rear spark against w ;

wind velocity at different heights !Sea level~
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Altitude

A Spark plug temperature at 735 mm charge pressure
B II II II II 5(30 1! II II

c Speed at 735 mm charge pressure
D U 1! 50(1mm ‘1 N

Figure 23.. Temperature variation in rear spark plug in
climb in standard air at constant charge

pressure.
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Al,B1. Air temperature on exit from cowling

c. Air temperature on entry into cowling

Figure 24.. Change in mean temperature jump between cylinder
an~ air in climb in standard air at constant

charge pressure.
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